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あらまし

ネットワークの状態を送信ホストにフィードバックするルータを用いることで，帯域遅延積の大きなネッ

トワークにおいて，ネットワークの公平性と安定性をより効果的に提供する XCP が提案されている．しかし XCP に
おいては，ルータが不正な動作を行うとシステム全体の性能に大きな悪影響が生じてしまうことが考えられる．本稿
では，今後の対策法の検討に役立てるため，XCP ルータの輻輳制御の不正動作手法について調査する．
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A study on XCP routers’ misbehaviors on congestion control
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Abstract Recently, the XCP in which routers are used to control congestion has been proposed in order to provide
eﬃcient, fair and stable network in high bandwidth-delay environment. However, it is also considerable that the
performance of XCP is eﬀected by routers’ misbehavior. In this paper, towards the solution for this issue, we study
the possible misbehaviors of routers and evaluate the eﬀect of these to XCP performance relating to bandwidth
allocation and network utilization.
Key words Congestion control, XCP, Misbehaving router
has proposed an eXplicit Control Protocol (XCP) which con-

1. Introduction

trols congestion by returning feedback information included

The Transmission Congestion Protocol (TCP) using

in packet header to end-hosts.

packet drop as a signal to implicitly control congestion at

It has been reported that this approach outperforms TCP

end-hosts has provided stable, fair and high-utilization net-

in the throughput, packet loss rate, fairness and network uti-

work. However, it has been conﬁrmed by theory and ex-

lization in high bandwidth-delay product network. However,

periments that in future network when the bandwidth-delay

the investigation done by Pentikousis et al. [5] shows that the

product increases, which means the link capacity becomes

ECN implemented routers have not been widely used. One

larger, TCP becomes ineﬃcient and prone to instability [1].

of the considerable reasons is the security issue of forging

In order to deal with this issue, a number of research to

the congestion signaling bit at routers [6]. It is considered as

develop novel approaches as router supported control con-

a common problem in router supported congestion controls

gestion have been proposed . In 1994, Floyd [2] extended

when routers have not operated as deﬁned in theory. Here

TCP by adding an Explicit Congestion Notiﬁcation (ECN)

we deﬁne such kind of routers as misbehaving routers.

as an option bit which is used by routers to explicitly signal

The ﬁrst approach deal with the aforementioned forgery of

the congestion of network to end-hosts. Later, ECN was also

congestion signaling bit at routers was proposed by Savage

standardized as RFC 3168 [3] in 2001. Next, Katabi et al. [4]

et al. in 1999 [7]. The authors extended the ECN to 2 bits,
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work intended for the packet’s recipient. While in transit,
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XCP-enabled routers can modify the value in the congestion
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header to reﬂect the desire for the sender to increase or decrease its congestion window size due to locally observed net-

ZĞĐĞŝǀĞƌ,ŽƐƚ

work conditions. The receiver host uses the reverse feedback
value to update its own congestion window, then copies the
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modiﬁed congestion window value into the reverse feedback
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ﬁeld of the next packet to be sent. Feedback for each host

Figure 1 Illustration of XCP

is built up as they send packets, and the recipient forwards

added the random 1-bit Nonce to the sender-hosts and veriﬁed the exactness of receiver’s behavior predeﬁned in RFC
by the operation of this bit with certain rules. Later, Ely
et al. [8] proposed a more robust security method by extending Nonce to 16 or 32 bits. However, as indicated in [9], [10],
Nonce is still not enough to guarantee the safety of devices
(end-hosts and routers) but only protect from smart mischief.
In the future, it is necessary to provided a more robust security framework for the next generation network infrastructure.
Our research, there upon, aims to analyze the security

network feedback back to the sender during acknowledgment
through the reverse feedback header ﬁeld. This feedback
system enables routers to control exactly how much data
ﬂows through them while storing no per-ﬂow state. Routers
can prevent congestion by instructing hosts to reduce their
windows’ values and can keep utilization high in the event
of having the unused bandwidth by instructing hosts to increase their windows’ values. Fairness is imposed by the same
mechanism; any host which reports an anomalous congestion
window value will be told to equalize their window size with
all other hosts that are sharing the same link.
2. 2 Security issue in XCP

protocol, and then to propose a more robust mechanism of
router supported congestion control. In order to achieve this,
this paper provides a study on misbehaviors of XCP routers
on congestion control. In this paper, at ﬁrst, we suggest a
number of misbehaviors which can occur at routers. Next,
we perform simulations to study the eﬀects of misbehaving
routers to the performance of XCP related to the fairness
between ﬂows and the utilization of network. From the simulation results, it is considered that the malicious ISPs who
are supposed can control the routers can take advantage of
the suggested methods to unfairly provide special services to
their customers.
The remainder of this paper is organized into the following sections. At ﬁrst, we take an overview of XCP in Sect. 2.
Next we propose misbehaving methods at XCP router in
Sect. 3, and report the simulation and discuss the results in
Sect. 4. Concluding remarks and possibilities for future work
are given in Sect. 5.

Wilson et al. [11] has proposed possible fairness attacks
that can be utilized at end-hosts in XCP. In this paper, the
authors has suggested that while XCP works exceptionally
well when all nodes follow the recommendations of network
feedback, it creates an environment that can easily be exploited by a small number of misbehaving end-hosts. Firstly,
sender-hosts can ignore or overwrite the router feedback values and then boost their own allocated bandwidth by manipulating the network feedback. Next, there is also a possible
that receiver-hosts can mislead the sender-host to generate
a denial-of-service attacks on other hosts or routers on the
end-to-end path. Therefore, XCP is believed to result in unfair bandwidth allocation and be diﬃcult to detect the DoS
attacks in high bandwidth networks.
To encounter with such issue, the newest XCP draft [12]
proposes using monitoring techniques in edge routers to police the security of network. For example, when the police
sees the negative feedback heading towards a sender-host and

2. XCP

no reduction in the throughput, it may punish the ﬂow by
severely restricting the throughput. However, this proposal

2. 1 The basic idea of XCP
XCP is believed to outperform TCP in conventional environment, and further remains eﬃcient, fair, and stable as
the link bandwidth and/or the round-trip delay increases.

is only used to discover the malicious end-hosts but not the
routers which play a very important role in the mechanism
of router supported congestion control.

3. Misbehaviors of XCP Router

Figure 1 illustrates XCP’s mechanism in terms of its protocol and normal behavior. As shown on this ﬁgure, XCP
packet includes a congestion control header that contains
the sender-host’s current congestion window, round trip time
(RTT) estimate, and a reverse feedback value from the net-

In this section, we suggest a number of misbehaviors of
routers which can lead to the diminishing of XCP performance. In XCP, in order to utilize high utilization rate, stable and fair network, the congestion window of sender-hosts
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are adjusted by using the feedback calculated by routers cor-
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responding to network’s condition. However, because dedƌĂĨĨŝĐ

pending on the correct of feedback calculation, XCP perfor^ĞŶĚĞƌϮ

mance can be decreased in the case of routers are impossible

ZŽƵƚĞƌ

to provide the correct feedback such as routers are failed or
be controlled by malicious users.
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3. 1 Failure Router
The considerable simplest misbehavior of router is the fail-

Figure 2 Single bottleneck topology

ure of it. For some reasons, when the router cannot cor-

⎧
⎪
− |feedback|
⎪
⎪
⎨

rectly calculate the feedback value but always set this value
to a certain value. For example, when this value is set to

feedback =

0, sender-hosts consequently cannot change their congestion
window. Hence, they cannot increase their throughputs although there are still a lot of possible empty bandwidth in
network. As consequence, the utilization of the bottleneck
link is decreased.

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

cwnd > (1 + ε) × cwndopt ,

|feedback|

cwnd < (1 − ε) × cwndopt ,

0

otherwise.

(2)
<
where cwnd is the current congestion window, ε (0 = ε <
=
1) is the acceptable error rate when converging cwnd to
cwndopt . The smaller ε is, the more precision the algorithm

3. 2 Controlled Router

receives.

Diﬀerent from the above misbehavior, here we suggest a

4. Simulation

method of allocating the available bandwidth to speciﬁc users
by using the feedback value calculated at routers. We assume that the routers are controlled by a malicious user,
who always wants bandwidth as much as possible from the
network. Although it is considerable that the a malicious
user can stop all of other ﬂows’ traﬃc when controlling the
router, here we present a method by which an almost exactly given bandwidth from network can be allocated to this

The purpose of our simulation is to verify the aforementioned misbehaviors and to study the eﬀect of these misbehaviors to the performance of XCP in the real network. In
order to perform this, we implemented the idea and compared the results with the normal case, when there is no
misbehaving router in network relating to bandwidth and
network’s utilization.

ﬂow. For instance, nonetheless how many ﬂows are there in

4. 1 Simulation environment

the network, the speciﬁc ﬂow always wants 50% bandwidth
from network. This causes the network loosing the fairness
between ﬂows in terms of congestion control.
router corresponds to the wanted bandwidth of speciﬁc ﬂow
from network by next formula:
cwndopt

2.33 [13] to enable control the feedback value at router. The
network topology is shown in Fig. 2 where 3 ﬂows share one

Firstly, the optimized congestion window is calculated at

bandwidth × RTT × α
=
,
PacketSize

For our tests, we modiﬁed the classes related to XCP in ns-

bottleneck link and each ﬂow is initiated after each 1 second
interval. The simulation was performed with a 30[Mb/s] network bottleneck, 10[ms] delay, and 1, 000[Byte] packet size.
4. 2 Failure Router

(1)

We simulated the aforementioned failure of routers when

is the optimized congestion window,

routers return the feedback value to 0. Obviously, the other

bandwidth is the possible bandwidth of network, RTT is
round trip time and α (0 <
= α <
= 1) is the parameter to

value could be chosen but it does not change the nature of

adjust the wanted bandwidth for speciﬁc ﬂow.

and 4.

where cwndopt

the simulation. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3

Next, the current congestion window of this ﬂow is con-

In Fig. 3(a), in the case of routers are normal, the fairness

verged to the optimized congestion window calculated from

of ﬂows were guaranteed as all the ﬂows received almost the

(1) at controlled routers. Because of the necessary of as-

same throughput of almost 10[Mb/s]. However, because of

suring the stability of network, it is thought to utilize the

the broken down of XCP routers, all the ﬂows’ congestion

converging process by adjusting the feedback value from the

windows were not be changed from being initialized, hence

feedback calculated when routers are normal as below:

they could not received more in spite of there are still spare
bandwidth in network (Fig. 3(b)).
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the utilization of the bottleneck link was badly eﬀected by routers failure. When the
routers are normal, the utilization of network was extremely
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Figure 3 Throughput of ﬂows

the proposed method at controlled XCP router can allocate
1

given bandwidth to speciﬁc ﬂow while keeps the network stable and at high utilization. Because the speciﬁc ﬂow receives

Utilization

0.8

more bandwidth than normal by implementing this method,
0.6

all the other normal ﬂows have to share the remains, which

0.4

become much smaller than the original. Obviously, lessening
the bandwidth of speciﬁc ﬂow is also considerable. Figure

0.2
0

5(c) shows the bandwidth of ﬂows when α was ﬁxed as 0.2.
0
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From these results, it can be suggested that the proposal

5

method can be used by malicious ISPs to provide a special
service for their users.

Failure-max
Failure-random

We also performed another set of simulation to verify the

Figure 4 Link utilization when routers are failure and normal

eﬀect of parameter ε relating to the precision of converging

near 1. In contrast, it was signiﬁcantly decreased to under

the speciﬁc ﬂow’s bandwidth to its requested one. Figures

10% when the routers return the feedback value to 0. This

5(d) and 5(e) demonstrate the results when the precision was

simulation was also performed when feedback value was re-

heightened by decreasing ε to 0.05 and 0.01. It can be rec-

turned as a random number generated from the range of 0

ognized that the stable of network became worse when we

to the capacity of link (30[Mb/s]), and a possible maximum

tried to increase the precision. The considerable reason is

number of long int type. The results shown that the uti-

the proposed method is still not good enough to converge

lization of link was eﬀected highly by the feedback value.

the current congestion window of speciﬁc ﬂow to the pur-

Therefore, when malicious ISPs are possible to control the

pose value. In contrast, Fig. 5(f) shows the throughput of

routers, they can allocate the sharing bandwidth to their cus-

ﬂows when ε was set to 0.2, which means the precision of al-

tomers by adjusting this feedback value. However, as from

gorithm become smaller. Although the stable of the network

the above results, it is necessary to ﬁnd out the optimized

was assured, but the allocated bandwidth for the speciﬁed

value of the adjusted feedback to guarantee the stable and

ﬂow, i.e. Flow 2, was not reached to the expected value

high utilization of network.

(about 18[Mb/s] instead of 21[Mb/s]). Hence, it is thought

4. 3 Controlled Router

that the algorithm was quite good at the precision of about

We evaluated the algorithm suggested at Sect. 3. 2 with

10%.

3 ﬂows and set the speciﬁc ﬂow to Flow 2. Figures 5(a)

4. 4 Discussion

and 5(b) demonstrate the simulation results of speciﬁc ﬂow’s

The simulation results conﬁrm that the designers of XCP

bandwidth and link utilization when α in (1) and ε in (2)

is aware of the possibility of misbehaving routers. In terms

was temporally ﬁxed as 0.7 and 0.1, which means that the

of the security of router, a network device, Hardjono [14] pro-

speciﬁc ﬂow’s bandwidth was assigned as 70% of link’s band-

posed a technique for detecting and locating a misbehaving

width with the precision 90%. From this result, it is seen that

router in network. The proposal divides network domain
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Figure 5 Simulation results - Controlled Router

into multiple sectors that each contains a secure and trusted

5. Conclusion and Future Works

authority and a number of device, and use a two-level authentication scheme to allow a receiving device to authenticate

In this paper, we suggested two types of misbehaving XCP

that a particular packet originated in a particular device.

routers (i.e. failure routers and controlled routers) which are

This leads to the possibility of applying the code signing

possible to cause the diminishing of XCP performance, espe-

technique to assure the operation of routers as deﬁned in a

cially the fairness of network. We veriﬁed this suggestion by

trusty party such as RFC.

performing simulation. The simulation results indicated that
the method utilized at controlled routers can be used to unfairly allocated available network’s bandwidth by malicious
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ISPs to their customers at quite high precision.
In the future, we plan to do the following:
•

Perform a more detailed veriﬁcation of the proposed

method at controlled router using more complex topologies.
•

Consider the possibility of applying code signing tech-

niques to guarantee the operation of routers on network. As
the performance of routers are assured by trusted party, the
security issue of forgery of the feedback information from
router is thought to be settled.
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